
 

 

Chocolate Tasting for Two 

 

KEY INFORMATION 

Typically your experience will last 1 ½  hours. This experience is for two people. There may be up to 

30 people on the day. 

Unfortunatley this experience is not suitable for spectators. 

If you have any dietary requirements or allergies please let the supplier know on booking. 

The minimum age for this experience is 14 years old. 

This experience is available on selected Saturday afternoons and occasional Sundays, throughout the 

year. 

 

LOCATIONS 

Cambridgeshire, Cambridge. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

Anyone who loves chocolate will be in heaven with this chocolate tasting experience. Sample the 

best chocolate you have ever tasted by taking a tour around the world of Chocolate. Learn a little, 

taste a lot! 

This scrumptious experience for two involves looking at chocolate’s historic past, the process of how 

it is made and the secrets of the chocolatier, not forgetting the actual tasting itself! You will tantalise 

your taste buds with a wide range of Chocolat Chocolat’s high quality chocolate, including pure 

chocolate from Belgium and of course the chocolate made inside the shop. 

Upon arrival, you will be greeted by the Chocolatier who will take you to the hotel conference suite. 

You will then learn all about chocolate, its exotic past, how it's made and the secrets of a 

chocolatier. You will then indulge in tasting the widest range of Chocolat Chocolat’s high quality 

chocolate, including pure chocolate from Belgium and of course the chocolate made inside the shop. 

This will be followed by a tasting task to challenge your taste buds. You can then put your chocolate 

knowledge to the test with a quiz. The winning chocolatier will receive Chocolat Chocolat’s speciality 

Chocolate Bouquet! Finally, you will have the chance to purchase your favourite chocolates inside 

the shop. Each person will receive a 10% off voucher valid for three months to spend in Chocolat 

Chocolat. Please note: You will be given the address for your chocolate tasting location upon 

booking. Typically this will be in a hotel located in central Cambridge about a two minute walk from 

the chocolate shop. 


